
 

Dear Parishioners: 
We are a lucky group of creatures as human beings. We have the wonderful abilities to speak the truth, embrace 

each other in love, make music with myriad expressions, carve statues, paint glorious pictures, etc. etc. etc. We have 
studied how God made the world and found ways to cure diseases, make very heavy things fly through the clouds,    
built rockets that take us to the moon and even beyond. We are the only creatures who laugh and cry at times of joy    
and sadness. Wow! 

 
Thanks to original sin we also have ways to pollute all the above — we also lie, ridicule, abuse one another, build 

weapons of mass destruction, enslave, traffic others, etc. In this sense we are an unlucky group of creatures. St. John 
Newman termed original sin as the aboriginal calamity for the human race.   

 
St Thomas Aquinas writes of four forms of concupiscence — weakness, ignorance, malice and concupiscence in   

the appetites. We are no longer naturally directed to the good, to God. Original sin left us more easily attracted to this 
world than to the supernatural.  

 
Fr. J. Brian Bansfield writes, In the depths of our person we are easily deprived of pursuing the truth (the wound    

of ignorance); we are deprived of strength in choosing the good (the wound of malice); we are often deprived of the   
discernment needed to do what arduous (the wound weakness); and we have a difficult time moderating that which is 
pleasurable (the wound of concupiscence) [The Human Person According to John Paul II p.148). 

 
These gifts from LOVE are given in order that we can 
take up arms against the concupiscence that weights 
us down. LOVE does not expect us to do battle 
against the spirits and demons who can kill our soul. 
Recall Jesus’ words, And do not be afraid of those 
who kill the body but cannot kill the soul; rather, be 
afraid of the one who can destroy both soul and body 
in Gehenna (Matt. 10:28). 
 
I encourage all to read two paragraphs from our sure 
guide for our faith, the Catechism of the Catholic 
Church numbers 1830 and 1831; They complete and 
perfect the virtues of those who receive them. They  
make the faithful docile [teachable]  in readily obeying 

divine inspirations. When we earnestly put these gifts into everyday application LOVE will lead us into a style of life  
that produces an abundance of goods. 

 
St. Paul writes that the harvest from living these virtues will issue forth in us, Now the works of the flesh are       

obvious: immorality, impurity, licentiousness, idolatry, sorcery, hatreds, rivalry, jealousy, outbursts of fury, acts of    
selfishness, dissensions, factions, occasions of envy, drinking bouts, orgies, and the like. I warn you, as I warned you 
before, that those who do such things will not inherit the kingdom of God. In contrast, the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, 
peace, patience, kindness, generosity, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control. Against such there is no law               
(Gal. 5:19-24; cf. CCC 1832). 

 
These “fruits” come when we live the virtues and gifts even when the world around us seems to be falling apart. 

Outside circumstances are never a reason to abandon the path before us. The path set before us will lead us through the 
circumstances of this world to the doors of the heavenly kingdom. These fruits will be brought to their highest level   
possible in this state of the beatific vision.  

 
Do NOT give into excessive worry, frightened decisions to isolate, cower in the face of illness, rather let us trust in 

LOVE’s love, be responsible in our behavior and joyful with our opportunities to serve him with all our mind, heart, 
soul and strength (cf. Deut. 6:5). 

 
 Pace – bene,  
 

 
A Letter from our Pastor ... 


